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About This Game

Dr.Green is a 2D retro, arcade, action platformer, inspired by games like Megaman and Ninja Senki. Take control of
the orphan Dr.Green, on his mission to save the forest and take revenge on the evil forces trying to destroy it. Dr.Green

is the debut game of Indie developer & Pixel artist Johan Aronsson and is both an evironmental statement and a
captivating story of a young child uncovering his past.

Story

One day Dr.Green awakes to find his home under attack. The forest he grew up in was under siege by workers. Their sole intent
to destroy the natural beauty of his home for profit. Dr.Green, insensed by thier actions makes a stand against them in order to
stop the destruction and save his home. Embarking upon this journey will take Dr.Green to places beyond the comfort of his

home and leads him to discover mysterious secrets surrounding his past.

Dr.Green is about fighting for what you believe in, even if things seems hopeless.

Gameplay

In Dr.Green you will experience a classic, arcade inspired gameplay. Taking control over the orphan Dr.Green you use your pea
gun, loaded with powerful seeds to take down your enemies. Since Dr.Green was raised in the forest and spent a lot of time with

its inhabitants he has learned the ability to double jump to be able to keep up. Double jump will prove to be a good quality on
his journey and a key to progress.
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Features

Controller Support (Analog & D-pad)

Rebindable keys for keyboard

Colourful pixel art graphics

Captivating double twisted story

Chiptune inspired soundtrack

Dr.Green have 8 levels in total, each guarded by a boss, more or less important to the story. All levels have a new element or a
new enemy introduced, carefully created to fit the area they are in and often inspired by previous enemies's behaviour to give

you a nice and smooth, but still, challenging experience.

The game is not created in the mind of giving the player another game to blast through. I wanted to maintain the horrible, yet
enchanting difficulty old platformers like Megaman had. Rewarding the player for getting to know the enemy, their movements,

how the levels work, finding the timers. The game is constructed in a way that everytime you game over, you do it knowing
something new about the obstacle and get you closer to the finish line.

The gameplay is not always entierly linear and there are levels that provide alternative ways to mix things up a little and also
encourage the player to try other ways to gain time or find more score.

Throughout the level you will find seeds that you can collect, these will give you score. You will also find caged animals, that
award you when freed. Depending on your final score, you will get different endings.
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Don't buy. Just don't.. The game is very nice, especially the puzzles are diverse and challenging but fun. I like also the storyline
of the game too, it makes me want to continue to find out more clues.. Very funny if you play it with your friends. For an EA, I
was expecting that it wouldn't be perfect, but the fails actually made the game funny, so that's why, you should try it if you
wanna laugh.. Over 1400 games purchased on steam and this is the first time i've ever requested a refund. That's how bad it is..
This game needs so much more love and attention than it gets. It's honestly one of the best point and click games I've ever
played. Everything about it- the story, characters, atmosphere, puzzled design, humor- hits on exactly all the right notes for me.
I'd even go so far as to say it's better than Monkey Island (don't hate me).
It's really a shame it's so obscure as I'd love to see a sequel.
9/10. Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective is a very old full-motion video series, consisting of three games (other being the
Case of the Mummy`s Curse amd thah of the Mystified Murderess). The game brings a murder case, which is then investigated
via checking newspapers and interviewing experts, witnesses and such. The investigative options are personal visits by Holmes
and\/or Watson, sending Baker Street Irregulars in their stead or simply check Holmes` archives. When enough evidence is
gathered, the player may take the case to the court and answer a few questions pertaining to the culprit and the motive of the
crime.

Each action costs a particular amount of points - sending the detectives to a relevant location costs 10 points, sending the urchins
instead costs 5 and a missed target (irrelevant location) costs 20. The point of the game, rather unfortunately, is to solve a case
with the lowest point possible. This is a little counter-productive, in the sense that in order to achieve the lowest point, one
would forego quite a lot of decent acting and so on.

However, there is no obligation to follow that path and you can perfectly follow up each and every clue, enjoying what is
essentially less than an hour of quite nostalgic adventure gaming. It`s not at all like any conventional adventure game - it has no
point-and-click or narrative choices like those of more recent titles. However, Sherlock Holmes Consulting Detective features
impressive FMV title of the very old school, which can give an interesting glimpse into the 1990s` TV-styled aesthetics of
similar games of the period at a absurdly low price.. Excellent little puzzle game. It is not super well explained how the logic
puzzle works, but once you break through that you will get an enjoyable few hours out of this game that you won't regret for the
price.
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Looks great, the upgrades are cool, but it needs a fair bit of work to make it playable.

What needs fixing: Double jumps lag considerably after a few minutes' of play time, Beetle will 'get stuck' on various controls
(wil suddenly just run left or right until you fall off of a cliff or are killed by enemies), Beetle freezes from time to time and is
unable to punch or jump (unless you hit a different key--can't punch? then jump and your punches will start working again, etc).

Levels are enjoyable and at a good difficulty level when the game is operating properly, and it looks like there are a lot of them!

In its current state (Sept 25, 2017) it is frustrating, but if it was updated to work properly it would be cool.. I have played every
VR table tennis game I can get my hands on. Pong Champion is absolutely worth the money. It is quite playable as of the
previous patch and maybe just as importantly, the developer is actively interacting with users and really working to take their
feedback to heart as he prioritizes and adjust the engine to feel better and better. Would I pay fifty bucks to play this game right
now? No way. Would I pay 50 bucks for this game if it fully realized its potential and included multiplayer? Hell yes! Would I
invest in the game to see if it meets that potential? Well it was about 5 bucks and I did. I hope some of you do too!. Not that
good... If this game didn't come together with the Fundle Bundle, I would definitely ask for a refund, and the price is not worth
it!. Seems like a great game but even with a force feedback steering wheel the car has very little traction.
Driving on regular dry paved roads feels like driving on ice as soon as I get to a soft curve when the cars starts to slide more than
it would in real life. Artificial difficulty factor or does my brand new looking Porsche come with really really worn out tyres?
. I like it. It plays around a bit with the way question prompts are used in games in interesting ways, especially when you're
choosing to tell the truth or lie even when you the player do not know what your character is going to think is the truth/lie. It's a
short, but tense story. The way to get the "good" ending is counter-intuitive, but it's kind of done that way on purpose to play
with your expectations.

It's free, so just play it.
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